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Introduction
Have you ever been on a panty raid? Looking through a darling young lady's underwear drawer and
finding all the secrets she hides within it? Well, now those lovelies are out for revenge and they are
bringing their panties with them! There's nothing quite like an aggressive little diva who knows how to
give you a sexy PantyJob!

Adult Review
Since the beginning of time, humanity has been on a quest to find an always increasing number of kinky twists to keep sex
interesting. The fine folks at PantyJobs may have found the next great adventure in erotic entertainment!
  
  Whether you like skimpy thongs or tight T-backs, cotton undies or lace lingerie... Panty Jobs brings you some very sexy
teens who leave their bottoms on while helping you to bust a nut all over them! Wrapping your rod in their satin, rubbing it
softly against their cotton - or dry-humping you against their silk... once you've had a PantyJob you'll see that getting in
around the crotch of her sexy garments and finally entering her soaking wet pussy is always more fun than stripping her down
right out if the starting gate.
  
  Already offering 52 exclusive videos in DvD quality 720x480 resolution and continuing to update on a weekly schedule,
PantyJobs brings you plenty of action starring some sweet young amateur teen models instead of the same set of retread porn
stars you see on so many other sites.
  
  The one drawback to PantyJobs is that the site offers video and screenshots but it doesn't have a serious collection of
high-res photos for you to thumb through. Still, that's a relatively minor issue on a site with so much else going for it.
  
  Membership will run you $ 29.95 per month which is a fair price for all the exclusive content offered because none of it is
DRM coded which means anything you download is yours to keep on your hard drive as long as you like. Also, to sweeten
the deal, Panty Jobs actually goes down in price by five bucks during your second month and stays at $24.95 every month
you remain a member after that. 
  
  With more new videos added weekly your dick will always have plenty of women's apparel and fine young sweethearts to
play with PantyJob style!

Porn Summary
It's always nice to find a site like no other. PantyJobs isn't serving up the same cold soup as many of the copy-cat networks
out there. This is fresh, warm and very inviting smut with a brand new twist... just be careful these babes don't give your rod
an Indian-burn!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A girl's panties can be even more sensual than her mouth!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 88
Support: 90 Unique: 91    Taste: 90        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Cameltoe, Creampie, Cum Shots, Exclusive, Fetish, Hardcore, Lingerie, Panties, Straight, Teen
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: None Videos: 52
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